
REACHING HEIGHTS



Altius Elevators is the fast growing company which specializes in elevators
& installing lifts. We at Altius are experience more than 15 years in elevators sales
and service. Quality & customer satisfaction are at most priority we help 
our customers to reach the heights of success. Our professional team ensure
our projects are delivered right on time. Whether your building is a ultra-modern
or optimizing and modernizing existing ones, our solutions deliver crucial energy and
time efficiencies, helping to address the challenges of urbanization and transform
cities into the best places to live.



Geared Elevators
The geared elevators have large motor, along with a reducer 

and gears . They are placed in the elevators that have a 

machine room. They can travel upto 250 feet .It has speed of 

0.5m/s to 2.5m/s. The maintanence and energy is very aver-

age when compare to gearless elevators. It will be suitable for 

very tall buildings.

Capacity 4-26 Passengers

Drive Close Loop selective collective controller 
with VVVF Drive and ARD

Speed 0.5m/s to 2.5m/s

Door Type Automatic center opening door
Automatic side opening telescopic door
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Gearless Elevators

Capacity 4-26 Passengers

Drive Close loop selective collective controler with
VVVF drive and ARD

Speed 0.5m/s to 2.5m/s

Door Type Automatic center opening door
Automatic side opening telescopic door
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It uses permanent magnets for its operation . These types of elevators don’t 

need machine rooms to maintain, thus saving up the space. They are 

installed directly in the elevator shaft, reducing the points of friction and, 

therefore, the noise of the mechanism is reduced. Around 60% of the energy 

is saved when compare to geared. It travel at speeds of up to 2,000 feet 

per minute and used in building of 16 feet of rise i.e low rise buildings. It 

emits low noise when compared to geared elevators and it will not suitable 

for buildings more than 20 floors.



Home Elevators 
Times have changed and home elevators are no longer simply for the elderly 

or rich and famous. The cost of materials have decreased significantly, and 

with innovations in the industry, residential elevators are becoming more and 

more of a practical addition to one’s home. Lifestyles have also changed 

and many homeowners have adopted to get a home elevator for a number 

of reasons.

Capacity 4-8 Passengers

Drive Close loop selective collective controler with
VVVF drive and ARD

Speed 0.5m/s to 1m/s

Door Type Automatic center opening door
Automatic side opening telescopic door

Power 230 volts
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Elevator Components

Automatic Center 
Opening Door

Automatic center opening 
glass door

Automatic Telescopic
Door
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LOP & COPsContactless Elevator Call system

Elevator Ceiling

False Ceiling Pattrens to be alwsys Available for supply oncechosen 
by customer.



Elevator Components

ELEVATOR HANDRAILS



Office Address
#6, 2nd cross Ajjappa Block 
Dinnur Main Road RT Nagar 
Bangalore 560032

sales@altiuselevators.com 

+91 9513123489 , +91 9513123487

www.altiuselevators.com 
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